Junction Mount Kit
Installation Instructions for Linear Strip Fixture
For 4’ and 8’ LED Linear Strip Fixture (SFAM01)

WHAT COMES IN THE BOX
Linear Strip Fixture Junction Mount Kit comes with the following standard parts:

(1) Junction Box Plate
(2) Screws
# 10 X ½” screw with Phillips head

Before Installation, carefully remove all parts from the packaging. Inspect product for defects due to shipping.

1. Separate lamp from housing and turn housing to view from mounted side. See Step 2 in Strip Fixture instructions for how to disassemble lamp from housing.
2. Remove knockout from top access plate.
3. Lower Junction Box Plate into slots and slide into locking position. Plate hole should line up with knockout.
4. Secure with included screws.
5. Remove cover to junction box on ceiling.
6. Raise fixture up to align plate holes with junction box.
7. Screw plate to junction box.
8. Attach lamp in to housing based on Step 5 from Linear Strip Fixture Installation Instructions.